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Introduction 

If a crystal is assumed to be made up of N particles 

interacting with elastic forces, then there are pN nor¬ 

mal modes of oscillation for the crystal, Bach mode may 

be considered to be an independent harmonic oscillator 

with allowed energy levels of (n + |)hiJ where J is the 

natural freMuency. The Boltzmann'law gives the probabil¬ 

ity that an oscillator will be in its n^*1 state: 

e 

p* ~ (h v k 1 

L (1 
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For the assembly of jjN independent oscillators, the mean 

energy is 



where is the natural frequency of the i 

The heat capacity of the solid is 

3tvl 

* th oscillator. 

c,» = 7KfhflJT 
aT iT, 1“' h 
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/ Ml v (e ) J 
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If there are a large number of oscillators (as there are 

in any solid large enough to work with), the frequencies 

will be so densely distributed that the heat capacity may 

be represented by 

c 1/ ~ 
h/fy) JlJ (8 

where is the number of normal modes whose funda¬ 

mental frequency lies between and P + JJJ . Nl») satis¬ 

fies the equation 

jN(^)^=3A/ ^ 

The only unknown in equation (8) is the frequency distri¬ 

bution. If this were known for a solid, the heat capa¬ 

city of that solid could be calculated. There have been 

various assumptions made about the frequency distribution 

in a solid. The first of importance was binstein1 s ^ 

assumption that the particles themselves were independent 

oscillators, each having the same characteristic fre- 
M(V) r 

quency, t^0 . In this case is a Dirac a-function 

377~CJ/;=| if the range of integration includes 

1 A. binstein, Ann. d. Physik 22, 180 (1906); 34, 170 
fioih 



t>-=.Va and is zero otherwise. For this case then 

.2- e •4ir 

J- ( V\UO \ 

(e^ H) 
(10 

This function shows a decrease to zero as the temperature 

goes to absolute zero in agreement with experimental re¬ 

sults, but experiments show the decrease to be as T^, 

while equation (10) predicts an exponential decrease. 

In 191^ Debye^ arrived at an expression for Cy 

which was proportional to T-5 at low temperatures. He 

obtained a frequency distribution from the assumption 

that a solid is an elastic continuum. From this assump¬ 

tion it develops that 

4 /27TI/. t 
Na>)~ "7p 

NAV) - o 

f o if ^ 

(■of 0 > ^ (11 

where V is the volume of the crystal, and is determined 

by requiring that Al(^) satisfy equation (9). The nor¬ 

mal modes have been expressed as elastic waves propagat¬ 

ing through the crystal; c is the velocity of propagation 

of these waves, which is assumed to be the same for all 

waves and in all directions. If this frequency distribu¬ 

tion is put in the integral of equation (8) the heat 

capacity becomes 

Cv= 9 Nk l±L\ 
/ 

tr * / h e* < 

(e*— • V (12 

2 P. Debye, Ann. d. Physik j£, 789 (191^) 
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Debye then defined a constant, ©D as 

(13 

Almost at the same time that Debye1s work was 

published, Born and von Karman3 gave another method 

for finding the frequency distribution. This consists 

of a more rigorous analysis of the crystal based on the 

picture of atoms interacting with harmonic forces. This 

was more laborious than Debye's method and since Debye's 

method seemed to give accurate results as compared to 

available experimental data, the Born-von Karman method 

was largely ignored. 

Blackman^1 revived interest in this method in a 

series of papers in 1935-1937• He pointed out that dis¬ 

crepancies between the measured heat capacity and that 

predicted by Debye could be explained by applying the 

Born-von KSrman method. Since one of the assumptions of 

the Debye theory is that a solid is an elastic continu¬ 

um, the theory is good at very low temperatures since there 

the only excited waves are those with long wave lengths. 

As the temperature is increased, however, the predicted 

heat capacity deviates from the measured value. Black¬ 

man introduced the convention of presenting heat capacity 

data as a plot of© vs. T. In this case © is the value 

3 M. Born and Th. von Karman, Physik. Zeits. 3/3, 297 
(1912); 14, 15 (1913). 
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which must be put in the Debye equation to make the meas¬ 

ured heat capacity at a certain temperature agree with 

the predicted value for that temperature. At the very 

low temperature end of the plot, ©, denoted by Qa in this 

range, is independent of temperature since the Debye 

theory is valid here. In this range it is defined as was 

: 

In this range, then, 6 can be found as a function of the 

elastic constants of the crystal since C is a function 

of the elastic constants. 

In this paper, the value of for lithium flouride 

is calculated from the elastic constants. The method of 

calculation used is that given by Betts, Bhatia', and 

Wyman.5 The frequency spectrum is calculated using the 

Born-von Karman method with a modification introduced 

by Houston.0 

5 Betts, Bhatia, and wyman, Phys. Rev. 104. 37 (1956). 

6 Houston, Revs. Mod. Phys. ^0., l6l (19^8). 



CALCULATION OF 0o 

In Debye's treatment, given above, a constant, , 

was defined, as 

■where C is the velocity of all waves in all directions. 

Suppose now that the crystal is anisotropic and, further¬ 

more, that there is a minimum wave length rather than 

a maximum frequency beyond which no waves exist. Equa¬ 

tion (15) is still valid, but £ is now given by 

where and C3 are the velocities of the three 

types of waves in any direction. 

The velocity of a wave in an elastic continuum is 

7 
a solution of the following equation. 

7 A. E. K. Love, The Mathematical Theory of Elasticity., 
Cambridge University Press, (1906), p. 287. 

(15 
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/, m, and M are the direction cosines of the direction 

of propagation of the wave, and the 's are the elas¬ 

tic constants of the solid. 

The problem now is to solve the above equation for 

C as a function of direction and of the elastic con¬ 

stants. Substitution of these solutions into equation 

(l6) and integration over all directions then gives C, 

and consequently QOJ as a function of the elastic constants. 

The difficulty, of course, is that the equation is cubic, 

and it is impractical to solve it in general. For any 

one direction and a particular set of elastic constants 

the equation can be solved, and in fact in a few direc¬ 

tions the solution can be found for a general set of elas¬ 

tic constants. 

In order to obtain an approximate solution let 

These functions are linear combinations of those spherical 

harmonics which have cubic symmetry. They are chosen 

because we will be dealing with a cubic crystal, lithium 

fluoride. 

(19 

and expand it in a series of Kubic Harmonics 

(20 

(21 
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It is necessary now to calculate only A0 . This can 

be clone by taking a finite number of terms in the expan- 

I sion oi 

of directions. 

and evaluating in the same number 

Betts, Bhatia, and Wyman give values of —5 for 

combinations of from three to six terms. If.six terms 

are used in the' expansion and is evaluated in direc¬ 

tions (100), (110), (111), (210), (211), and (221), 

-i— is given by 

i  __ F >1*7603 '1L544 , <7446 dSlUSTO . 3/io4e , <*77/471 
c3~ '324324o[_Ci0oo) cXllc} c3(///i c3t2/o) C3(*l‘) * (22 

where _3 

c MXM 

c3( 110) 

3 _ 3 3 -j 

j <44* * + [c* 7 £(*-/3)] * 4 |e4+ + i u+|3)] "I 

pj~)-=/°1 Hc« * r >Ts *• [c« * t1} 

' (=’M 1-44 ‘1“ * V [(44 U1'- ‘ 

3 
3 
X 

c3(^<o) 
- J5 

c^l<) a+.[C44+ikN^ l1] 
3 

'+ f<-44 + ik - “I (** V 33/3- Ldf ) ] 3 J 

3f _3 A 

^|lc^ + 4^)1" 
3
 ♦ [CM T- 7V (sa <- 4/9) + X a] 

4 [c#f 4 (stf+ 4/t) - ^ (94^4^4- Mt({3) S] * j 

(23 

3 lrZ 

~ £/,- c44 ^ ^3 - Cfzi 
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Using this method and the low temperature values of 

elastic constants of lithium fluoride reported by Bris- 

B 
coe and Squire, 

£|j ~ (2,4(r A/O duIS C,x- 4,2-1 X/o" dyne 
cm7- > 

C^ - C.49S X/pn dyyi^_ 
QrH2” (24 

&0 for lithium fluoride was calculated to be 734.4 °K. 

8 C. V. Briscoe and C. P. Squire, Phys. Rev. 106. 
no. 6 (1957). 



CALCULATION OF 

THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF LITHIUM FLUORIDE 

Suppose a lattice consists of N unit cells with n 

particles per cell and has basic vectors i, , i,, and t3. 

Let *3, denote the vector from the origin to the 

s^ particle of the unit cell (the n,M2W3 unit 

cell is that cell x*jhose position is given by 

and let the mass of this particle be m5 . The equations 

of motion for this particle are 

^ **,5, n,rtjHi ’ 
r*'s(jU,Wn{ 

«,'«/ Ha 
(25 

where r-%Mi(I>#lj is the <* component of r9;11|Mx(<5 and 
«<3 W.M/M3 
3.,.., is the force on the s particle of the 

rt 5, W3 

h,niM3 unit cell in the cn direction due to a unit dis¬ 

placement of the S' particle of the h/n^yi^ unit cell 

in the <*' direction. In order for this equation to 

be valid, the components of must be orthogonal. 

These equations can be simplified by making the 

substitution: 

^ 11,11^3 

4 

-257 -t k,Hi + 
e ' 

^3«3) 
(26 

Equation (24) then becomes 

<*4 
Z*'# 

R e ' ) 

K k».43 

(27 
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If each side of the equation is multiplied by e 

and is summed over r\t n3 

2.ITi (• 

m 7 R, , , , /0"
ilTll(ki-k/)i,f(k2-^)»ii+(k3-k3)MJ 1) C— v u ' 

k, 

y xs.M.dtHa --ur<[kin/-k,'n, (.kjMi-kj'M 
^”7 ni's1) n/tl/n3 * 3 ) e 

/ f / 

k, kt k3 

(28 

»"* 
R
«lk,Vk,' 

Z*5 
‘Vs', T; r2 r3 Vs';k,/^3 

h,«?h5 
^rxr3 

-jjr<jVfc.'U + k,r; *(K-k/)»itk,f7+ (kj-h'Jwjfkjfj] (29 

where r, = M/-KI(; -r2 = ra
!-k\^-f13 

From the periodicity of the lattice, a , . , . r aj/<( _ - ~ 
’ rfs' AS; 1,^13 

™S RtSyk/k/ks 

-r2r3 
nk> kt kj e R„«< *'*//,/ e^iWtkl'rztkJr*) (30 

<rs' 
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This may be vjritten as 

(31 

xvhere 

(kXh) - H (32 

Let us assume that the solution of‘ equation (31) has 

the form 

inhere the prime on the summation sign means that the 

term for which A'-a and s'-s is omitted from the sum. 

This is a system of linear homogeneous equations. In 

order to have a non-trivial solution it is necessary 

that 

(33 

The equation then becomes 

-o 

(35 

The solution of this equation for a particular set of 
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k
1
 s gives the frequencies of' the 3n normal modes asso¬ 

ciated with this set of' k's. These normal modes may be 

designated by a point in reciprocal space. If reciprocal 

lattice vectors are b, , bz, and b.3 the point at the 

position k|b, fltjba +k3l>a designates the normal modes asso¬ 

ciated with k,kikz . Each point in reciprocal space 

then has 3n frequencies associated with it which corres¬ 

pond to the 3n solutions of' equation (36). /V(k) can be 

approximately evaluated by the use of Houston's method. 

Along any radius vector in reciprocal space, it is possi¬ 

ble:, to find 0 as a function of ^ , the distance from 

the origin, by using equation (36) . The equation can 

then be inverted to give r, the distance to a point, as 

a function of V, the frequency of a mode designated 

by that point. The distribution of frequencies along 

this line is then given by 

narrow cone about the line, and D is the density of 

normal modes in reciprocal space. Since D6(14&,</') has 

cubic symmetry, it may be expanded in a series of' Kubic 

Harmonics 

(36 

is the volume per unit solid angle in a 

D 6tv&tf) = 2T t ({J) K<-°>(f) 

(37 
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Integrating over all directions gives 

Niv)= D cl -O- - -fc ( 1) ) 
(33 

The technique previously used is now applied in 

this case. is evaluated at a finite number of 

points, the same number of terms is taken in the series 

of equation (38), and ^oC4)is evaluated. This gives 

an approximation to the frequency distribution which can 

be improved, of course, by evaluating G^o,^) in more 
directions. 

Lithium fluoride is a face-centered cubic crystal 

with two particles per unit cell if the basic vectors 

are taken to be 

7,= a(f+t), *2 = aLfifc), T3=a(£ ft) 

where a is the distance separating a lithium nucleus from 

its nearest-neighboring fluorine nucleus. The recipro¬ 

cal vectors in this case are: 

(4o 

Since there are two particles per unit cell, the secular 

equation for is sixth degree. In order to obtain a 

particular solution it is necessary to assume a particu¬ 

lar set of T'orne constants for the crvstal end evaluate 
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the A 5 appearing in the secular equation. 

Since lithium fluoride has cubic symmetry any real¬ 

istic set of force constants must also have cubic symme¬ 

try, This reduces the number of constants to three for 

nearest neighbors, two for next-nearest, three for third- 

nearest, and two for fourth-nearest neighbors. The 

number of constants can be further reduced by examining 

the .physical structure of the crystal. Since the fluor¬ 

ine atoms are considerably larger than the lithium atoms, 

it seems likely that those fluorine atoms surrounding 

a lithium atom shield it from the effects of all other 

particles. On this basis then, all force constants 

except those for nearest neighbors will be neglected 

for the lithium, and the forces from thlrd-nearest neigh— 

bors (x^ihich are lithium atoms) on the fluorine atoms 

will be neglected. The remaining force constants can 

conveniently be written in matrix form. 

\ 

(^I 

If operates on the position vector of the 

5* particle of the unit cell, the result is 
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the force exerted by this particle on the S' particle of 

the unit cell. 

If the above requirements are now placed on a gen¬ 

eral set of force constants, and, in addition, forces 

from all particles beyond fourth-nearest neighbors are 

neglected, the resulting are: 

v 1,000 i.ooo , 

)jlDO j ,-tGO ~ I 9 " & 

1. coo 
\!hooo--\t{’ ./£ \fO\o ) jO-\o 

V S,OCO
V= \I 1/000 _ / 

\tCO\ U IjCQ - t » o P 

0 6 0 

U o y / 

y 1,000 _ t/000 

V«-« " So-M 

yi,oao ^ \f b°ocj 

* i) (0~l “ ■60 o 

o y -S 

\o -i ) 

\li,0O° = \/'' 6000 
//<? 

(f O ~ \ 

o 6 o j 
rs ° J / 

V ''c<JO - v 'i000 
i>~111

 ijt-i-i V » o 
° ^ o 

V ''0<:>0 _ \/,/C^0 

“ V"-/ I 0 °\ 
° ■*} o 

° o 'll 

V 
1,00 0 

^ \f '>D0° / ' V,.„ 
o 

o 

O O \ 

T o 

o ^ / 

(^2 
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yhooo >l000 „ 
2r»<? 2,0-1-1 ' VI,IOO ~ V

</0 

1,00 0 

Oil 
(!3 o o 

O {3 0 

\0 O a I 

\li,00° ~ \/]l000 .,2,000 V -V =• V. - y -Id. 
2,0-10 2,-tO-l 1,010 y t,tot < ** 

V1 ,°0O^i'00° -M^00 -^<000 ^ 
2fiO-( 1,-t-lO 1,001 I, no - 

V., 
2,000 

2,000 
= --2. <*42.^? O 0 \ 

O dtzp 0 

0 0 d+ifl ) 

V 
1,000 

i,C0O — X I A 4-4-y 426 O 

o oU 2f3 t-4 Jf-fltf 

° O 

a 

o 

\ 

tX42{U4^ 426 + 1 42'Tj 

In terms of these force constants, the A *5 become 

A x, = - ( 5,H Si2- 4 53.\ 4 5,X) -46(^4S,_\) - 4^ (C+3 f S,^.3) “ V 
1+3 ~zE 

A*J - 2$ ( C,a— 5,2- C2_2 f $2-3) 
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A*J = * S ( <*- 5 * - C,.\ + S 

Aj| •- lS(c,2- 5,Z- C;A 4 Sa-%) 

Ay[ ' " *f(S* + 5x 4 V\ 4 S,_\) - 4 6 ( S3X + V*) - 4^(S,-^3 + *?-*«") - 4$ s(^.3 - 2 E 

AX f - ^{c^~ S>2'-'C(-S + 5,4) c l 

/»JJ= aS^-sf-c.A +5,4) 
/\|,/-'-4)K+531+54+5l-l)-46 (^Si4)-<J-’/i5l4+3->51+43)-4T Vz-i" 2 E 

XI A Jf2_- ^(^4^,^') + |3( /Ki)(^H^3) 

A^= *f(e3/-<?,<?*.) f fi(i^)(e,te^) 

^l'x' *(*•*’ /8 0+e')(e*+ e*) 

*?f= KV, <=KU\ C=(A;LJ
#
- 

where 

E- d+ */3 

^t+j+k ~ ^nn (irk; +irkj t-ir-fy) (244 

e<V^ “ co$(nk, +-rrkj t-ir/if) 

The secular equation containing these /f;s can be rather 

easily solved along the directions (100), (110), and 

(111) in reciprocal space. In the (100) direction 

/c,= kZj ki_~o , and the determinant is 
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»>t1UJ2‘-4- (4 Y 

-^c^s^-ae 

o 

o 

<* {i f c,*2) 

+ i|3 e,* 

O 

0 

0 

fMiuT-^aj+zt 

UlfC,^ 5,2-^E 

O 

<9 

rt(f+e2) 
+ 4^<?, 

0 

a<*e, 
0 0 

Urj c/)s,l-aE 

>(3(ne,) 

■xdex 

° 

0 

^(ne,*) 

ttipCU ~2\Z 

0 

Oder 

o 

O 0 rH^U) -J-E 

0 0 >tiz_u>z-z(z 
■^(ite^) 

* 

The solutions of this equation are: 

IL' ;dr„f ^ 

(45 

a 

+) i sciZ] E^mfz,f(j[y f^c,2] 52fE)"W] 

Em,» •' If (yK' <-J1 c<z) S,2-f E] [E V-i(4-[E j^3 

fyK -yV] s,2- e)^V4(4[jH u^]SlS E)V] *} 

In this direction, indicated by (l) , one of the three 

waves is longitudinal tb and two are transverse M. 

The frequencies of the transverse waves coincide. 

In direction (110) the solutions are: 



n iu. { Ew. +|f( !-£•) >E]MX ±[EV- +([E(e+iili +4J5*] 
4-2-lEy +a^j][l-c,] - i E3) +■ (z[t+2^/+ ^[i-cJJ-f-EyW1]1] 

ITT,) 'U)l= | Em, + [a(jfS*j+^ ^ **($+*)('-‘S) + E]mi ± [ E^m,* 

-x ^[E\ v+ J4 + jaY j1 ] s,:% x[c (yft] fa^*j3]^][l-*,] 

- Fa)»i«i^(3-Ey+i+r+T/]5,a +*[y*-«] [<-**] *t=yW]x ^ 

STJ «**= ij Ewi*[2^'i+^7»)s,1+a(yf^(«-^VtE]»HXi[E1»»iI
a- 

-i(a[Ej j'-in+'nl* l<*ffJV'] 5^4 z f_E \ *4-^ 

- ea)*»,«,. 4 (a-jj- S + J-+-»}]5<
2-4a.[y4t][i-^.] +E)2W^] *] 

In direction (111), 

UTL) U>*= j Emi + J^a(2j 4^5+^4if E](M^ 

-zE([4y +4S+It+ 25 +4^ 4 3 E ] Sf1 -- E)w<f«i 

4(a[ij4iUf4 ^ 42-JJ] 5,1 +E)3'fM1.2-] 

TUT) ^[H2')f“if« + ?+z',})5*1+e]wi.±[Elffl<
i 

-zE{[4y-*i-u.6 f+ 4-y + -2E]S;
2-’ E)<H,W)2 

+£.[ZJ-S*£ +^f^]sl
14- *| 

The wavelength of a wave is given by 
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The velocity of propagation of a wave in.the lithium 

fluoride lattice can now be found as a function of the 

force constants since . The velocity of prop¬ 

agation of a wave in a continuum can be found from 

equation (17) as a function of the elastic constants. 

For very long waves the lattice appears to be a con¬ 

tinuum so that by equating the long-wave-length limit 

of the velocity in a lattice to the velocity in a con¬ 

tinuum in the same direction, a relation between force 

constants and elastic constants can be found.- Since 

elastic constants can be measured, some of the force 

constants can be determined. There are, however, only 

three elastic constants so that only three force con¬ 

stants can be evaluated using this method. A fourth 

constant can be evaluated if the long-wave-length limit 

of the upper branch of the frequency (which is the same 

in all directions) be set equal to the reststrahlen 

frequency^ q,hooz sec',^ The results of applying tnese 

methods to lithium fluoride are shown below. 

IL) d f J-J + iX =3C,I 

IT) = 3C44 

HL) +<?4 

ttT() f 3 ^ t-e 4- 2$ +4"J| :r + C(1+£<M-) 

H la)) -f-e 4- 2.5 f 4*»j - d(ctl — CI2J 4 C44. 

(50 

9 B. Szigeti, Trans. Far. Soc., p. 155, (19^9) 
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IIL) 4+i^ +4^ 44$ + i£ 4 ^ + 4^ - d(cn1¥<i fi^) 

HIT) 4fa^f4y-a-$ fie + x^ My- a (ct,-ci2_ +2c,<) 

Rs) ^+i^s = l.4-o? A'/o4’ 

With no more information than this only four force con¬ 

stants can be evaluated. It seems probable that ^ an(i 

•>j> , the fourth-nearest neighbor constants, are smaller 

than the others. It also seems probable that € is 

smaller than either of the other two second-nearest- 

neighbor constants. For these reasons €} and ^ 

are neglected in this treatment. The values of the 

remaining force constants are given below. 

<x ■= 0,64 i X/£>* 

^ o.3H KloA dV»e/en, 

0,9(0 \(0A 

$ = 0,43 4 / /0* 

With these constants evaluated, the frequencies become: 

IL) D- [<5.4230 40. Si4<+ 5,z ±-(o,r7$4 -o.MSZ s,2-* o. o 4s*x s* ) A j0'5 

r i IT) 0- jo.4X3o + o.2lx3 S,2 ±[o,nS4 -o.&WS/^+o, 121X3,*■ xio'3 

JTL) ** = f».7/S3 -0,39X 3 c, ± (o,o3?ig +0.0)3^^ +0,1213. 42) XA>Oi3 

2Ti) 3-Jo,Wo -o, i4i2<, - o,3143c,z± (a OITJ'J +0,02.1x3 ct 

4 6,oo7SS2.Cl
i+o,OXX$4 C3+O,O0i,o<+9 C,*) *" A/o‘3 

TTTi) i3~ [0, 6474 -o,i4(>x c,~ 0,01209 c,2±(o,09^39 +o,o{,-/n c, 

+ o.oo'tssx c,L+o,oxxS4 C,3 +0,00^oWr,4)*J * x(ot3 

i i i 
HIL) V~ 10,4X30 io,42$t s,2± (o,nw-o.30it'j s,3-4-o,ii3g sf) ZJ \/o’3 

HTT) l>-Jf<4Z3n +0.3X43 3,*-+ (o.nty-O.ZXSSsf+o,0^037 S,4) *J zx/ot3 

(52 
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Graphs of these functions are shown in figures 1-3. It 

is now necessary to find r as a function of . In Case 

I (along the X-axis of the crystal) hi- and k2=o. 

A point on the line is located at k,~b, f. In this 

case then r= . In Case II, k,= xk2 - zk3 . A point 

is located at k,b,+ i* b» ■» -§^3= 33and r-^ . Sim¬ 

ilarly in Case III, r= . The inversion of equations 
za 

(53) gives:- 

XL.) r- SIM'
1
 ^4,220-5,034 islx/b7l'± [n,9i-M.?zvix/b*£’234.oo * 

IT) r - z~ 5<V[u6<?-7/<5W t)lXl6U’±{3i,0S~IO&,i> i)^X/6XU +71,44 v*~//osx) 

tth) <°^'\s,H>4-n,ooo ^x/o^z (39,01,-ioL(,P3x/5l('47z.ci4^xios:L)lY, 
(53 

ttTi) r vr^r 

0,2577-0,2724o2x/clc± (0,8404- 3.337*+4.154t/%/05-/•?/7f) *' 

C, 6 8 34 -o. 9 S7Z i?2x/a~26 

Oast,4 -0,24x4(0, HS7-C2. ut>8ifxto1*'+t>i44P^xib7*) 

i/Tjra 0,1144 ~o 

•/J1 V -| 
/•= ——— n 

aira 

1 0, '(A00 P^X/o '* X 

\ 4,4713 -0,?S72, P7-X/d'l<r 

1/37 , -1 10,84(eO ? X4/0 A to ^ 
r-3?rs,w 

1 o,4/?3 -O,449(o pbf/o’3-6. 

2. 

) 
In each case Gil>,Q, if) = 
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IL) CiL(vtico) j sta'1 \l.no -s.otf ^xtoiL±n,a~ rttiozxio2t* 

434.00 /x/o"S'2')i-]X}i fa*! 

-47,? 2 v\)SiC+14,00 [4.5.20-5,037 v'x/o1^ 

± (f7l VI-47.?! »*x/oltr4 l4t00 J- fO0t *> 

~ a.(f7*?l-47,V! V*X/D
1c4 $4.oo to^X) ^(-‘1‘i>64 V A to2 ^ 

4-13L.O 

IT) CtT[u,i00) ~ [5 iV' [t. iW -n.000 iP'Xto i(38,0%-WL.L 4>W^ 
4. 7,2 ,‘)4#d//0 * ] i j [-S./t'y 4 7,000 l/V/P (38,0% 

-lOLLti7Xto~2t"+n2,<}4 oV/o"4'3')^} *{tl,4r,'7'cco ^//0 

t(3?,os-/oo,4 t>rxto2<m + 72q4&io%x)*] a [* M-<7£> vxtotC 

- i(3^<0S -/04,£ v\/5iL-ni‘H V*x/o*ri) ^ {-Zl3,204/o'14 

+ 2<?/,?034'/O~r2')| 

a L) GL (//. //£?) r f Cof' [- S,/£7 #7*000 O^/O24* (3S/06 

- /06,t O7 Xf02L +10.CI4 i/x/o^Y J] [ l~ [- S-'47 

47,000 0?42o'i4± (3?,0&-IOC,4 O
2

A/O~
IC 

+ 1141 0*A. /O"
S

’
1')2]2'| 1 [14.00 ^4/o'i4i{(3i,06 

-/04.4 t>\tdtL + 1X91 VdX/(fS:iyX (-2<3.2*'4/(Ti4 

+ 2?/,f l/3T/0"S''2')} 
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Tr,HT,(v«>)= S Co$~1 [(-0, Xb'77 40,7.4x4 $9o4 

- 3,334 x2w'26 -M./T4 v^xfo^- 1.114- Pu\ fd7i]x)(cf‘&’l?34- 

-o.i'xiz. P7X/OzC) * ^j-|lo, 2.r77 f<?. zqx4 P^x/d3^ 

i (o.H9oc1~3, 339 vxx/dxc + 4,/s4^/o rz-/,7/4*'tx/o’^)*J 

X[?>6S34-0, 9S71P Vc~26J~'l]“5'VX/O~%(* 
1 I 

±5>. J9O9-3,339 0itn»it’*A,\*4.»*-xtdsx-uv4i't,Kid',iY'!5' 

VXldxi> 1 M,£z PiX/d^x~io.Zf i> TX/d 7*)\ 

*[<5,693 4 -o.Xsiz P2x/dH]~'+ [-0.2S-77 4C, z<lz4 i?2x/o~2£’ 

± (o.Mo 9-3,339 4 4,l$-4 i>ax,o~9Z-/-7l4-^x/0~,rSf%] 

*[o, 693 4-0- SS7Z t'V/o24]*'3, £1/7/4 VA/O'16]] 

inv) CiTi( t)f 110) = { cos_'J^(-o( 2.564 +0.2.424 p2//dz<r± [o. i9s7 

-0,9/69 v2x/ol L +(.244 iZAxto-z-0,0.74% i>Lx /6 v?] x) 

X (<>,<746-0,3/24 V2XfO~l(*) *]] | l-[-0.+S'64 4C,Z4Z4 o\/drL 

i(0, ifs9.(7.9/6y ^/0'
2 6+/.244 PU/O^-o,c.z4i,67$)*] v 

x[o,/'746-o, 3 ix4 i|[o,Jf4}^'i«u 

i ^(0, <9 97 ~o. 9/69 PzX/dUUz44 u 1A tdsX 

-O.Cz4iP<'Xio’lSy~3'(~i.C34Px/o'U+ 4.9U P3X/o~sx 

- 3,749tZ*x/d7S)] [o^l4C ~C‘31 z4 vzx/o~2cy 

f [0, XS64 40.29X4 />'W26± (0,/ 9S7~o. fit,S^x/d2 L 

+1,244 v*XldzX-o> CZAf t>cA/0~??)*']£,?,/74c 

- 0,3 IJ-4 4'WU]~a' [<5,6X49 PX/id7^l 

(54 
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EH) GL&IIO ~ 3- \ si*~'\(o,iUo V2x/dlL~u4//0 
SZ

)\O,C7/3 

ro.</S7JL P
Z

X/6~
U

) ^Y\ [ 1-(o'?40o P
2

X/O
2<

’~I/
1///>'*z) 

L{o,<.rii3-o,bS')xi>ix/67('yx~\i ^ |(<?.H6c? v^x/o'70 

— P4~X/0~^2 ) *'(0'67i3-O.?S7Z ^l(l.C72L>X/0~2C 

-4P3
x/o~^X)(o>cm3-0.VS-7Zt)2x/6 2^)“']H-[p<y*£o y2x;o 70 

- V^X/6~%X)[o.(,ltl “Ojn'7X l>\/d7C )~:L (I-7/L 

HTT) 6t^/«) ^ 
l& II <3 I 

’£ 

5('H”
,
J^(O,?46O 0Z

XID
XL

~ ~0,MtL p\/czt) "*]j 

X | |-[(ohf&0 i)7'xto7*'~ L'4x/d^x)(oi4 l$S~0>‘}4-YL, I> "x/o 7(“) ] | 

x (o. H-feo P^x/dZ(:-U4'//cSX) ^(o,4ii3-o,44X(, f | 

^{[(/■6^2 iU/(flU~ tV3X/cr‘*X){0Ain~O.4-4-& i)2-X/o’Z<3) '] 

*-{(,&>mO t/xX/07C- v^/0"sx)i.0,nn -6,t*-YLi>7Xl6U') 

X {(J.M7JL PXZO'
7C

)]^ 

V-X 

Graphs of these functions are shown in figures ^-6. 

The frequency distribution is given by: 

Mi/)- llJL $ ho G^^/co) iZ2c 6r(>,/cc>) -t-nc, GJ^z/o) (55 

■H7G Gr^ti/o) +<}<) Gul^m) +ir/ZGr(Vjiit) 

Only D remains to be evaluated. The volume of the first 

Brillouin zone is —^ . Since this zone must contain 

the points representing 6N modes of motion, the density 

of normal modes is 

D= i Aia3 (56 
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Por a gram molecular weight, N is Avogadro1s number. 

A graph of is shown in figure 7. The dashed 

line in this figure is the frequency distribution assumed 

by Briscoe and Squire in their calculation of specific 

heat. In that case the addition of a i -function to 

the Debye frequency distribution brought the calculated 

specific heat curve closer to the experimental curve. 

The results of the calculation outlined in this paper 

show a correction in the right direction at least. It 

is proposed to calculate the specific heat of lithium 

fluoride from this frequency distribution in the near 

future. 
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